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1 Purpose 

This document describes the process to On-board a new e-learning package to Oracle 
Learning Cloud. 

2 Guideline/principles for e-learning packages 

The Oracle Learning Cloud application will be introduced in January 2021 to all staff. Please 
find below the guidelines/principles required for the package to be approved and be enabled 
into the module within Oracle Cloud. 

1. For consistent performance of e-learning and therefore consistent learner experience 

(and reporting), e-learning packages need to be available in SCORM1.2 (in a zip file) 

for uploading to catalogue resources in Oracle Learning.  

  

2. Design for everyone. Both the content and the design/ structure (including any multi-

media activities) needs to be inclusive.  

  

a. Have you checked for accessibility? 

b. Have you provided captions and/or transcripts for any videos or audio files? 

c. Have you added descriptions to all images (alt-text)? 

d. Can content be completed using keyboard or adapted keyboard navigation? 
e. Are you providing a diverse range of materials using different voices and 

examples? 

f. Are you ensuring that content includes counter-stereotypical examples? 

g. For more information and guidance on evaluating accessibility – please visit 

the DCAD webpage here: 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/dcad/forstaff/evaluation/accessibilty/  

h. Confirm that any authoring tool being used is compliant with Web Content 

Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1 at a minimum of Level AA standard. 

  

3. Content needs to be accurate, up-to-date, and relevant. It should relate to a real-

world problem, situation or context. Context-relevance is key for learning transfer. 

(Please note: content will therefore need to be reviewed on an annual basis or when 

a major change occurs e.g. legislative change, policy change etc.) 

  

4. The intended learning outcomes need to be clearly defined. Check it is feasible to 

achieve these in an e-learning package. For an example of how to write good 

learning outcomes see this guidance from FutureLearn. 

  

5. Structure the content into discrete, meaningful topics and adopt a consistent style 

and approach throughout the package. Nevertheless, you may sometimes want to 

vary your approach to keep the learner focussed and to avoid it becoming too 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/dcad/forstaff/evaluation/accessibilty/
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/educational-design/0/steps/26427
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repetitive. If that is the case, you need to signpost this to the learner - e.g. in this 

section we will take a different approach. 

  

6. Present the content and information in multiple media using the full range of available 

package features: text, images, diagrams, video, weblinks, interactive activities etc. 

Maximise learner engagement. You don’t need to use all formats all of the time. The 

key is to try and make it active – design activities that the learner needs to think 

about and do, not just something that can be clicked/scrolled through with minimal 

engagement. 

  

7. Use direct, simple and concise language. Writing in a conversational tone helps to 

connect with and engage your learners. Keeping your text short helps your learners 

maintain their focus. For more information see: Plain English Guidance. 

  

8. You might also want to consider tone of voice in the package and align this with the 

University brand guidance from Marketing & Communications: 

https://www.dur.ac.uk/brand/local/toneofvoice/ 

  

9. Ensure the e-learning package is a suitable overall length e.g. we recommend 

around 1 hour maximum (and it must be broken down into manageable smaller 

chunks/ units of around 15 minutes). The more information you include in a course, 

the more likely learners are to get overwhelmed or bored and give up. They’re also 

unlikely to remember it all. Include only the most important content. The more 

focused your content, the more likely learners are to complete the course, remember 

the key messages, and apply them to their jobs.  

 

10. Any final quiz/ assessment/ knowledge check should be an appropriate length i.e. not 

an excessive number of questions (maximum of 15) and there should be a clear 

indication to the learner which questions they have answered correctly/ incorrectly. 

  

11. Also provide learners with an estimated time for completion of the package at the 

very beginning of the package. 

  

12. Test out an early version of the course with the intended audience and pay attention 

to their feedback. 

 

 

http://www.plainenglish.co.uk/how-to-write-in-plain-english.html
https://www.dur.ac.uk/brand/local/toneofvoice/
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3 Process 
 

1. Learning need is identified by department/ service/ team. During the migration period of 

existing content sitting currently in DUO and TCBS, HR-OD contacts Oracle Learning 

Administrator(s) and arranges initial discussion meeting.  

 

2. E-learning package is written by an internal subject matter expert or content owner or 

procured from an external source(s) with agreement to pilot/ review prior to purchase. 

This activity is led by the department/service/team. 

 

3. The e-learning package is reviewed by the department/ service/ team and via a process 

of peer evaluation/ review which includes relevant colleagues from across the University 

and a member of the HR-OD team if it is a Required Learning item. If it is Voluntary 

Learning specific to the department then the approval takes place within the department.  

 

4. Once content and design is approved a Service Request is raised initially for the Oracle 

Learning Cloud Unidesk group. 

 

5. Agree go-live date for e-learning package on Oracle Learning. Provide ongoing       

support. 

 

6. Oracle Learning Administrator completes testing and uploads package into Catalog 

Resources and then creates the relevant Course, Offering and Activity in the Learning 

Catalog in a test environment. The Oracle Learning Administrator follows Oracle 

Learning Administrator User guide for testing and once testing is successful repeats 

steps in Prod to activate it/make it live. 

 

7. Check validity/requirement of the package once a year. If package requires replacing, 

then Oracle Learning Administrator follows this process and User Guide for replacing e-

learning content. 

 

4 Sources 
CIPD (2017) ‘The future of technology and learning’ research report. 

DCAD (2020) ‘Designing Digitally’ including Universal Design for Learning. 

Articulate.com (2020) ‘How to prevent your e-learning from missing the mark’ 

Articulate.com (2015) ‘E-Learning for Beginners’ 
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